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Phayny is a Meta Decentralized Network that connects the
patient and the quantum doctor. We will come back to this
later in the chapter "the decentralized network" where
your data will be collected in the blockchain, a secure,
anonymous, and encrypted space. Being a sovereign
person, you are the living being who controls your body
and the legal person inscribed in your ID. Therefore, it is
your full right to keep control of it.

Foreword
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Just like traditional allopathic medicine where the
structures and foundations are well established. It is
necessary to find an alternative, or rather a
complementary medicine where patients can find other
ways to the path of healing. Indeed, quantum medicine
is more commonly called holistic or natural medicine
because it treats the living being as a whole, the physical
body and the consciousness. For the understanding of
all, the medicine of the future will be based on the
metaverse. As you already know, it is complicated to find
a good naturopath because few of them are referenced.
A virtual universe in the Web3 where everyone will be
able to consult specialists from all over the world. The
Phayny network will bridge the gap between the patient
and the quantum doctor.

The patient's data will be stored in the blockchain, secure
and decentralized. This means that your data is a digital
property. The doctor will have a virtual world at his
disposal, a cabinet, an avatar, all the necessary tools to
dialogue with the patient. Slides, medical images, videos,
sounds for a holistic approach. Thanks to the Metaverse,
a new field of possibilities opens up around natural
medicine. From meditation rooms, to wellness spaces
and health walks in hyper-realistic planes. Universes that
will transcend your consciousness. Invisible dimensions
that will be visible in the metaverse and thus raise your
full consciousness. Basic quantum physics courses will
be provided to Phayny token holders to better
understand the quantum universe. Internet users will
experience it in virtual reality.

1. Introduction
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Over the last fifty years, quantum physics has become a
major force in the scientific community. In such a way
that it has given a new approach to science. Traditional
allopathic medicine has a linear and dualistic way of
thinking about medicine where the symptoms are the
cause of the disease (cause/effect). Treating with
chemicals to relieve pain. Once diagnosed, it is very
difficult to question the treatment, so it becomes quite
complicated to step outside the box.

However, alternative methods have emerged in the
Western world, the most famous of which are: Ayurvedic,
Taoist, homeopathy, naturopathy, acupuncture ... etc.

Nevertheless, an essential element towards the path of
healing is missing, hence holistic medicine. The
medicine of the future called quantum medicine, which
combines the principles of ancestral medicine applied to
quantum physics where consciousness is the essence of
everything.

2. Quantum Medicine

The blockchain technology allows you to decentralize
your sensitive data, which means that it is not centralized
like the most famous social networks. You control your
data from the beginning to the end of the chain. Our
goal is to create the necessary tools for the community
and eventually the network will be self-financing.

This means that the finance is decentralized, you can pay
anyone in the network $PHN tokens and this,
anonymously: pay your consultations, your online
purchases ... etc..

3. The decentralized
network
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Phayny is a Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(DAO) meaning that Phayny token holders will be involved
in the project through an arbitration system (voting). Also
token holders will be able to submit ideas to the
community, thumb up a doctor, and commented.

The blockchain allows to install a decentralized voting
system unique to each $PHN token holder. Indeed, one
vote = $PHN. Unforgeable

4. Gouvernance
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The World Health Organization estimates 65 - 80
percent of the population use holistic naturopathic
medicine as a primary form of health care. Americans
make more visits to holistic health care providers (some
600 million a year) than to M.D.s and spend more
money out-of-pocket to do so about $30 billion a year by
recent estimates. Holistic, Metaphysical, Energy or Mind,
Body, Spirit healing has existed since the beginning of
time amid religious beliefs and practices, along with the
mystery, superstition, fear, and misunderstanding

6. Holistic Market

20%

80%

Allopathic

Holistic
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We will call on artists for a series of collections related to
the world of Quantum Physics. The works will be sold in
the QuantumNFT section

To give you a number, the sales of NFT reached 25 billion
dollars in 2021

7. QuantumNFT

The store in our metaverse allows you to visit the
virtually shop as you would in real life. A 1000m2 space
dedicated to herbalists, essential oils, vitamins, food
supplements.

The stores will be designed and delivered to the future
owner. The latter will be able to fit it out and display his
sign (logo). A designer will take care of the set up for you.

We will select the best suppliers of the market, items
that are difficult to get in a traditional store. It will be
accessible and deliverable in the whole world.

8. Quantum store

We have decided to open a donation wallet, the
community will decide afterwards the destination of
the donations. For each purchase in the Holistic store,
NFT, 1% will be donated to the charity fund.

9. Charity program
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The Metaverse is the new way to surf into the Web3.
More than that, it allows you to create a virtual quantum
universe and thus discover the invisible world. Indeed, a
travel ticket will be offered to all holders of the $PHN
Token, you will learn the basics of quantum physics.

You will discover the physical body and the energetic
body. Interacting with the memory of water, walks in
the wilderness, waterfalls, and the view by the sea. Then
we will finish the visit by the Phayny center, inside the
building, you will discover a space of relaxation and rest.
Passing by the meditation room, you will discover the
medical cabinets. And finally, we have the whole store
area.

We hope you will enjoy the immersion.

10. Phayny Verse

11. Technologies

Phayny has chosen to follow the new BNB CHAIN
blockchain initiated by Binance (bnbchain.world) which
will gradually replace the current BSC, bringing
together the metaverse, DeFi, NFT and SocialFi under
the same roof. A major breakthrough in the world of
blockchain.

BNB CHAIN operates a paradigm shift called MetaFi, a
new advanced and sophisticated infrastructure. This
future global ecosystem enables seamless
interoperability between different blockchains. Thus,
building the Meta Quantum Medicine (MQM) platform
will have all the features needed to create the MQM
universe. This holistic approach allows to touch all
aspects of the virtual universe.
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12. Tokenomics

Allocation % #Token Price TGE Cliff Vesting

Treasury 12% 120,000,000 5% - 1 year

Team 15% 150,000,000 1 year 2 years

Marketing

Airdrops
18% 180,000,000 5% - 2 years

Charity 5% 50,000,000 1 year 2 years

Ecosystem 30% 300,000,000 1 year 2 years

SEED 1 2% 20,000,000 $0.03 12 months 1 year

SEED 2 6% 100,000,000 $0.05 12 months 1 year

Public sale 12% 200,000,000 $0.12 6 months 3 months

Total 1,000,000,000

Max Supply: 1,000,000,000
Quantity Token for sale: 320,000,000
Softcap: $600,000
Hardcap: $29,600,000
Currencies accepted: BTC, ETH, USDT, BUSD, USDC
Network : BEP-20
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13. Token distribution
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14. Sale rule

Phayny reserves the right to extend the registration
period or close it early if the tokens have been sold.
During the ICO, if all the tokens are sold by the deadline,
we will move on to the next round.

Tokens will be released on the day of the TGE. Also, don't
forget to add your wallet address in the dashboard.

All purchase bonuses, referral bonuses, Airdrops will be
distributed 30 days after the TGE.

Smart Contract BEP20 :
0xFEB7CDbB3e8ae0e872bD470410E89009b8b246E8

Max supply 1,000,000,000
Initial circulating supply 15,000,000
Listing price $0.12
Circulation market 1,800,000

SEED 2
To be announced

PRICE

$0.05

QTY $PHN for Sale

100,000,000

Cliff

12 months

Vesting

1 year

SEED 1
Available

PRICE

$0.03

QTY $PHN for Sale

20,000,000

Cliff

12 months

Vesting

1 year

PUBLIC
To be announced

PRICE

$0.12

QTY $PHN for Sale

200,000,000

Cliff

6 months

Vesting

3 months
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Phayny Ltd
International House, 24 Holborn Viaduct,

EC1A 2BN, London, UK

www.phayny.com • Email: info@phayny.com


